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Pinnacle Fresh
wins MOYA
Melbourne-based company recognised
for its innovative �Dracula Citrus� campaign
roduce Plus and PMA Australia-
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of Australian-grown citrus lines both
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promotions within liquor departments.

tools to create a unique experience for the

by
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consumer,” said Sam Clayfield, events and
Originally developed for the US market,

marketing manager of PMA A-NZ. “This

the Dracula Citrus brand is now present in
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effective path to initial purchase, it also
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Since the campaign’s launch in 2017, sales of
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Australian-grown blood oranges marketed
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under the Dracula Citrus brand have leapt
from 228 tonnes (2017) to 695 tonnes (2019).

The MOYA judges were also impressed by

Over 340 tonnes of Afourer mandarins

the campaign’s ability to improve the value

were sold under the brand in 2019, up from

proposition for a commoditised category.
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industries during a webinar this morning (16

highlights the level of creativity that sits

As Halloween falls within the Australian

June). The online showcase celebrated the

within Australasian fresh produce

citrus season, the US export window
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marketing, which is a great credit to the

reduces pressure on the Australian
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industry.”

domestic market, particularly as
production volumes of blood oranges and
Arfourer mandarins increase.

•Costa Tomatoes for the ‘Perino –
Snack Attack’ campaign

The 2021 PMA-Produce Plus Marketer of
the Year Award will be presented at next
year’s Hort Connections event, being held

“The foresight to identify an opening that

in Brisbane on 7-9 June. The award

can improve the value proposition for a
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Australia for the ‘Modi Apples’

achievement in the field of fresh produce
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campaign

and floral marketing across Australia and
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New Zealand. It is open to both individuals
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and team members from any part of the
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editor Matthew Jones.

•Driscoll's Marketing Team for the
‘Only the Finest’ campaign

“This campaign provides the perfect

value chain.
The upcoming Spring edition of Produce
Plus Magazine will include an interview

example of what can be achieved by

with the Pinnacle Fresh team. Subscribe to

thinking outside the box. We hope it serves
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receive your copy of the magazine and

as motivation for other companies to do

for the ‘Eat Fresh & Win’ campaign

access the new Produce Plus app.

the same, either here at home or
internationally.”
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